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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The Republic of Nigeria
At the time of Independence, the provisions of the consti¬
tution under which Nigeria was to become a republic provided
for a federal system of government a governor general, a
federal parliament, and three regional governments. On
October 1, 1963, when the country became a republic, the governor
general v;as replaced by a president, elected for a five-year term
of office through an electoral college system.
Since Lagos was first occupied in lS6l, this nation has had
a number of different types of governments, but the first identi¬
fiable organized government came in 1^93 under the Niger Coast
Protectorate. The Royal Niger Company, which was responsible for
the administration of both the Niger and Benue Valleys, was later
superseded in 1900 by what was called Protectorate of Northern
Nigeria and the Protectorate of Southern Nigeria. A few years
later in 1906, the colony and Protectorate of Lagos was added
to the Protectorate of Southern Nigeria,
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As a result of World War I, the Northern and Southern
Protectorates were united, and in 1914, the first governor
general was appointed by the crown to serve in Nigeria. By
1946, a constitution had been introduced, which provided for a
legislature to serve all of Nigeria and also established three
regional Houses of Assembly; one for each group of provinces.
A new constitution v/as established on October 1, 1954,
which is the basis of the present constitution. At that time,
Nigeria became a federation consisting of five major parts
the Northern, Eastern and Western Regions, the Federal Territory
of Lagos, and the Quasi-federal Territory of Southern Cariouns
(not part of the Republic of Gameroun.)
The federal legislature in January i960, passed a resolution
calling for independence, and the government of England introduced
the required bill in Parliament. This bill was passed on
September 12, I960, and established Nigeria as an independent and
sovereign state. The first President took office on October 1,
1963.
The Federal Republic of Nigeria is the largest single nation
on the v;est coast of Africa with over 356,600 square miles of
territory close to 70 million inhabitants. (Table 1 shows the
territorial distribution of Nigeria in I963.)
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TABLE I
TERRITORIAL DISTRIBUTION OF NIGERIA I963
STATE POPULATION DENSITY
Northwestern 65,143 5,733,297 66
North Central 27,10s 4,093,305 156
Kano 16,630 5,774,642 339
Northeastern 105,300 7,693,343 76
Benue Plateau 3S,929 4,009,406 95
Kwara 2S,672 2,399,365 62
Lagos l,3Sl 1,443,566 251
Mid-western 29,100 9,467,526 239
V/estern 14,922 2,535,639 166
Eastern central 11,310 7,227,559 711
Southeast e-rn 11,166 3,622,591 263
Rivers 7,00S 1,544,313 233
Nigeria Total 356,669 55,769,959 2,705
Source: Federal Office of Statistics, Population Census of
Nigeria, 1963, (Lagos, Nigeria7 1965)^
At that time, the population was established at 55 million.
On November 25, 1973, a new census was conducted and it is generally-
accepted that the present population stands at about 70 million.
The main objective of this research, is to assess the impact
of the Multinational Corporations as agents of growth in develop¬
ing countries. This is accomplished by providing a case study
of Nigerian economic development. More specifically, consideration
h
is given to such questions as the international division of
labor, structual dependency and the growth of capitalism in the
Third V/orld, and how these factors are related to the presence
of i^ultinational Corporations with such countries.
Chapter One traces the historical background of Nigeria
since the era of independence. The significance of this chapter
is that it shows how the system that is in operation in Nigeria
came about. It also states the aim of the research.
Chapter Tv/o describes the evolution of capitalism in Nigeria,
and analyzes the underlying motives of the Multinational Corpo¬
rations presence there. In addition, the various stages of the
development of capitalism in Nigeria are outlined, as well as
the characteristics of the current stage.
Special emphasis is placed on the role of capital invest¬
ment in the East central states and the V/estern states of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria. Comments on the demerits of the
system are analyzed on the Gross National Product, level of
emplojmient, and the general welfare of the people within the
Federation of Nigeria.
Chapter Three analyzes in detail the major I^Iultinational
Corporations that operate in Nigeria. It considers the type
of investments they are engaged in, and the effects of such
investments on the economic development of Nigeria. The effects
of the I'lultinational Corporations are considered from the stand-
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point of their overall impact on:
1. The level of employment,
2. The quantity of skilled workers,
technicians, and management personnel,
3. The supply of commodities to meet the
demand of the people,
4. Internal and external circulation of
money,
5. The quantity of profits received by the
Nigerian goverrmient relative to the
Multinational Corporation's,
6. Nigeria's raw material,
7. The degree of technological advancement
of domestic capital investments, and the
relative control Nigeria exercises over
all national investments.
Chapter Four enum.erates the major problems and gives recom¬
mendations to the solution of the problems. This research also
surveys the contentions that the Multinational Corporations are
presently responsible for the growth of monopolistic capitalism
in Nigeria, and the structural pretenences of foreign economic
system. For example, the Multinational Corporations played a
major role in the civil war fought in Nigeria from 1966-70,
which disrupted the economy of the country. Do the I^Iultinational
Corporations seek profit only and, therefore, are not concerned
v;ith the serious problems of hunger, unemployment, housing and
health care? Has the advertising of the Multinational Corpo-
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rations induced people with low incomes to adopt imported
patterns of consumption and a new set of materialistic values;
by so doing deprive Nigeria, a developing country, of the
resources which could be used to alleviate these problems?
CHAPTER II
CAPITALISM IN NIGERIA
The Different Aspects of Capitalism and the Ma.jor Capitalist
Investments in ^^iserian. Economy
•’Capitalism has as its essential characteristics private
o'vimership of capital and land, the predominance of profit motive
as a guiding force in the market system.” In free enterprise
or Laissez faire capitalism, competition, rather than monopoly
or oligopoly, prevails and there is a minimum of government
regulations. Prices freely formed in the market guide production,
and distribution. These free operations of capitalism can also
be restricted or regulated, either by government, monopolistic
organizations or in the labor market by unions. Jacob Oser and
Blanchfield called such an economy, ’’private enterprise rather
than free enterprise”, however, it is still capitalism. The
unions in private enterprise exercise a regulatory authority.1
Nigeria is a capitalist country. In this system, state
capitalism operates. This means that the government of the
Jacob Oser & William Blanchfield, The Evolution of Economic
Thought (New York: International Publisher, iy75) p. 144.
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Federal Republic of Nigeria ovms and operates industries for
maximum loss as private entrepreneurs would. In this regard
it exercises state control in the development of the following








B) Regional development - a concept
not an economic .sec-tor-
Before dealing with the nations control, of the above pre¬
mentioned areas or sectors of the economy, it is important to
clearly define the meaning of economic development. Some
economists hold that economic development is the growth of the
Gross National Product. In this regard, the United Nations
has established a 5^ annual growth rate as a guage for adequate
performance of less developed countries. However, recent history
indicates that the increase of output generates numerous new
problems such as:^
~S. A. Aluko, Development of the Underdeveloped (London:
Oxford Press, 1975) p. llo
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1. Population problems - It is typical in
developing countries that when modern
medical knowledge comes in, the mortality
rate is decreased or is drastically reduced,
but its birth rate remains high due to the
traditional belief that children provide
the major source of labor supply and old
age security. This, of course, does not
solve the population problem. The
explosive population growth rate in the
rural areas and the attractions in the
large cities whether real or imaginary,
cause mass migration from the rural areas
to the cities,
2. Pollution problems ~ V/ith increasing num¬
bers of people in the rural areas and
already overcrowded big cities, auto¬
mobiles and factories continuously pour
out large quantities of pollutants into
the air, the rivers, and on the surface
of the earth. The accelerated pace of
both production and consumption con¬
tributes to the pollution problems and
abusive depreciation of natural resources.
3. Dual economy - When few industrial sectors
of developing nations grow with increasing
speed, with assistance of foreign capital
and foreign technology, the economic
relationships established are mainly inter¬
national. That is, these relations exist
primarily between those few sectors and the
foreign countries that provided capital and
technical knowhow. The remaining large
segments of the population still follow the
traditional life farming, cattling or sheep
herding, or lane craft production. As a
result, they are faced with continous pro¬
blems associated v/ith prioritive production
methods; e.g., low income and lack of
security and the receipt of little or no
benefit from the advanced industrial sectors.
4. Social unrest - In a dual economy, a small
percentage of the population is usually in
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possession of the major portion of the
v/ealth of the nation, and this small group
lives much more affluently than the ordinary
citizens. To the degree that this group*s
style of living and consumption is
ostentatious, feelings of unfairness arise
in the mass public and social unrest usually
follows.
Nigeria has faced the above situation for the past 15 years.
It has been responsible for the civil war of 1967-70, and the
military coup of 1966, which took the lives of about l/S of the
Nigerian soldiers and 12 of the rulers. In addition to this,
over the past ten years, three overthrows of the government
have occurred and many attempted overthrows have failed.
Most economist now accept the doctrine that economic
development in the less developed countries concerns not only
the growth of output, but also changes in the social and economic
institutions, "After all it is the material welfare of the
population that needs improvement,"3
3 Lenin, Imperialism - The Highest State of Capitalism
(New York: International Publishers, 1971) p* 21+
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state Capitalism in Nigeria in Agricultural Sector
The Republic of Nigeria, located on the v;est coast of
Africa, has 356,669 square miles of land. The country is
divided into five major geographical areas.
1. A lowland coastal zone along the
gulf of Guinea.
2. An area of hills and low plateaus,
northward of the coastal zone.
3. The Niger-Benue River Valley bisecting
the east and the west.
1. A broad stepped plateau stretching to
the northern border with highest elevation
over 4,000 feet.
5. A mountainous zone, along the eastern
border that includes the country’s highest
pea.k (6,7000 feet).
Tropical climate variations are the results of interactions
of a moist southwestern monsoon, dry northeastern trade winds,
and high equatorial easterlies. The South as tvro rainy seasons,
March to July and September to November; dry seasons in the
intervals. Mean temperatures in the South range from a minimum
of 71°F to a maximum of S9°F. There is only one rainy season
north of the Niger Benue Valley, from April to October, and a
hot dry season from November to I'ferch. The temperature in the
north vary from 66°F to 95°F as the minimum and maximum means.
Annual rainfall decreases northv/ard, with over 140 inches in
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the Niger Delta, SO inches in the coastal zone, and 20-30
inches in the north.
Vegetation is closely related to the amount of rainfall
received in the different parts of the country. Dense mangrove
grovrbhs are found in the sv;amp forest zone, containing blackish
water v/hich borders the Gulf of Guinea, Raffia palms and broad
leaved trees predominate in the fresh^^rater swamp forest behind
the salty water swamp.
The rain forest belt extends inland for a distance of from
50 to 100 miles. In this area there are tall ebony and mahogany
trees, medium tall trees from 50--120 feet, and short dense
bushes. In the western part of the zone, large areas are under
cocoa cultivation. There are also rubber and Kola trees. North¬
east of the Niger Delta, a large area of former rain forest has
been replaced by oil palms, A derived savanna is on the northern
edge of the former drier part of the rain forest, with a width
of about 20 to I50 miles; stretching completely across the
country from vrest to east. Savanna grasses and trees, typical
of the Guinea area, occur throughout the zone. Savanna vegetation
grows from the upper limit of the derived savanna to the northern
border, approximately 350-450 miles wide from South to North,
This is the breeding ground for cattle, sheep, and other animals,4
The agricultural sector in Nigeria accounts for more than
^*'Dr, N, Njoku. Agriculture in Nigeria Economy (London:
Oxford Press, 1975), pp. 145-149.
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50^ of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and provides employment
for about 70fo of Nigeria’s labor force* The low per-capita
income of less than U*S. currency of $100.00 per annum, reflects
both the predominance and low productivity of Nigeria’s
agriculture. The total annual value of agricultural output in
the early 1970*s vras about $2,970 million (U.S. currency
figures). Approximately 7S/o of this output was in crops, v/ith
9fo in livestock, in fishing and 5/^ in forrestry,
V/ith the population increasing at more than 2.5?^ yearly,
urbanization increasing, and income projected to rise, the
demand for more and better food and for raw products such as
cotton, v/ill grow rapidl3i". Also some cash crops, such as cocoa
beans and groundnuts vdll continue to be important sources for
foreign exchange. Thus, the Nigerian Government has to under¬
take a variety of integrated policy measures such as price and
tax incentives for producers, research and extension services
for seed multiplication, mechanization of agriculture, improved
methods for fertilizing and processing agricultural products,
rehabilitation and nex^ planting schemes, agricultural credit
schemes, land use planning and manpox'xer training, establisbjnent
of large scale farming, and cooperative markets.^
Two very meaningful agricultural programs are currently’-
being undertaken b^r the government and other institutions.
^Ministry of Agricultural Exchange, Improvements of
Agricultural Production (Iban: University Press, 1974) p. l6
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The first is the improvement of the country*s stapel food,
casava roots. The starch content of the casava is enriched
v/ith protein from soybeans, and mixed pov/der of the tv;o is
used to make bread in the substitution of imported I'jheat
flour, "Foofoo" as it is called in the traditional Nigerian
language. The second program involves the preservation of
fruits, vegetables and other kinds of food in the rainy
season (I-Iay to September), when food is plentiful, to make
them available tliroughout the dry season (October to April),
Harvest using devices such as a drying process for tomatoes,
canning of fruits and vegetables, and the smoking of fish
et cetera.
Foreign investors have also helped with the machinery
and in many aspects vrith personnel; exam.ple, frozen fish
have been supplied and properly kept in Nigeria, due to the
installation of refrigeration system by some foreign investors.
This has helped to increase the supply of fish for food.
Industry
Government control of the industrial sector can be traced
as far back as the era before independence. This, of co'orse,
does not cancel the point that there are small privately ov/ned
industries.
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Although agriculture has been the backbone of the
Nigerian internal economy and foreign trade, the rapid grovh^h
of the petroleum production has become increasingly important
in the structure of output and export trade. Even manufactur¬
ing and construction have shovmi rapid rates of gro>;th in recent
years.
The data published by the Federal Ministry of Information
in the second National Development Plan shovj- the make up of
Nigeria*s industrial sector in 1971* These data are summarized
in the table below,
TABLE II
NIGERIAN GROSS INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT





Basic Metal & Metal Productions 51«20
Vegetable Oil Milling 46.36
Beverages 30*66
Basic Industrial Chemicals & Petroleum Products 26,76
Motor Vehicle and Bicycle Assembly 17.00
Cement and Concrete Products 11.62
Footxvear 7.26




Glass Products and Pottery 0,92
Bricks and Tile O.46
Other 102,10
Total 436.50
eq^^als approximately $1,69 U,S, currency
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In 1960, industry (defined as mining and manufacturing)
contributed 6 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product, but by
1971-1972, this sector*s contribution had risen to an estimated
27 pel' cent of the Gross Domestic Product. Much of this grov/th
is attributed to the mining sub-sector; example, the share of
crude oil productions alone in the Gross Domestic Product rose
from 5 per cent in I960 to an estimated 15*5 per cent in 1971-
1972. Is this really an economic boom?
Further and faster industrial grovrth is a major objective
of the Nigerian government. The policies adopted consist of:
1. Import substitution of light consumer
goods, such as beer, soft drinks, tobacco,
footwear, textiles and construction
materials, such as cement roofing sheets
and paints.
2. Research and development on the use of
local rav; materials in industry.
3. Promotions of traditional and non-
traditional export industries.
4. Complementary development of small scale
intermediate and heavy industries
emphasizing linkage and spill-over effects,
5. The indigenization decree,
6. The regulation of economic activity, 6
One notev/orthy effort is the development of different levels
of technical institutions doing research and training in
6Ministry of Economic Planning, Third National Development
Plan (Ibadan: Government Press, 1976) p, 15
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technical institutions doing research and training in
technology and skills suitable for local conditionsj example,
this consists of such things as the mechanization of the
production of gari (household staple food ingredient extracted
from casava), v/hich has been manually produced by women on the
farm in small quantities and non-standardized qualities. The
use of locally made m.achines makes it possible to produce gari
in large standardized quantities. Developed cotintries have
helped in this scheme. For example, the United States has
offered industrial training to over 1000 Nigerians in the
different institutions all over the United Nation, About
twenty are in Clark College, Atlanta, Georgia (spring semester
*7^) for that purpose,"^
Another good example is the training of fitting machinist,
v:ho are specialized in making spare parts for foreign made
machines for which the parts are scarce in Nigeria, Again, the
United States has provided training grounds for this purpose,
as well as West Germany and Canada,^ About 20 technicians
from. Nigeria's railv^ay received technical training in Chicago
in August 1977.
• T"'
Federal Ministry of Trades and Industry, Industrial
Training Program Scheme. (Lagos: Government Press, 1977)
^
Ibid.
One of the current plans of the federal government of
Nigeria is to establish an Industrial Development Center in
each state to give technical, financial, and managerial
assistance to any private entrepreneur, \vho mshes to start a
business, Tvrc centers are already in operation — one in Zaria
in the North central state and the other in Owerri in the East
central state.
The sociological and cultural attitudes common to most
of the country*s ethnic groups tend to favor the initiation of
business enterprise, but to impede its optimum development once
the enterprise is started. This may be due in part to the
lack of financial resources and education — an assumption sub¬
stantiated by data collected by the Industrial Research Unit
at the University of Ife in 1973* (See Table III)
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TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATION Aim RURAL ENTERPRISE


















motor vehicle repairing 5.0
other 30.0






Source of Initial Capital
ovnier’s savings 96,6







CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATION AND RURAL ENTERPRISE







Source; University of Ife, Industrial Research Unit, 1976.
Trade
Due to the low income level of much of the population,
three quarters of domestic trade in consumer goods is concerned
vriLth foodstuffs. Besides foodstuff, there are lov;-cost products
of sm.all scale artisan manufactures, including such goods as
baskets and mats, sim.ple tools, handmade clothing, and cheap
footv/ear.
There are three different kinds of m.arkets in Nigeria;
temporary markets, street markets, and large trading companies.
Although the temporary markets have fixed locations, the farmers
and the merchants only bring their produce or goods to the
marketing place once in a given period, (This, in many tovms,
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The street markets are open daily selling lox'j'-cost
commodities. Large wholesale and retail trading companies,
traditionally foreign ovmed, enjoy advantages of cost and scale
of operations as well as ties of ovmership vn.th overseas suppliers.
The large ones are Kingsvra,y, Leventis, Paterson, Zochonis, John
Holt, Chellerians, Mandilas and Karaberis, In the temporary
street markets, prices are not fixed, bargaining is common
practice, and all purchases have to be paid in cash. Credit
is almost non-existent.
The export trade, except in rubber, has been taken over
almost entirely by the government marketing boards, apart from
the activities of their private agents in the field.
Since the sixties, crude petroleum has assumed a dominating
position in Nigeria*s export list, surpassing the value of the
traditional agricultural exports, such as cocoa beans, groundnuts,
and rubber, Hovrever, less than 50^ of the gross value of oil
earnings were accruing to the country, where as the benefit
or earnings from agricultural exports accrued alm.ost entirely
to Nigeria*s revenue. Thus, the Nigerian government nov; is
trying to increase the degree to which oil is processed prior
to export. The extent to vdiich this plan goes mth the Multi¬
national Corporations existence is a big economic handicap.
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Transportation
Raili'^ay in Nigeria is 3*6” gauge. There is a single track
main line running north from Lagos tlirough Ibadan and Ilorin
to Jebba, xdiere it crosses the River Niger and goes on north¬
easterly to Kaduna, At Kaduna it is joined by another single
track main line orginating in Port Harcourt; this line passes
through Enug and crossed the River Benue at Makundi, The
combined lines then proceed to Zaria and Kano and finally to
Nguru, a cattle raising area in the far northeastern part of
the country
Branch lines of the railway run to Maiduguri, capital of
the Northeastern state; the important tin producing center of
Jos, to Kaura Namoda, the groundnut grovri.ng area of Northvrestern
state; and Baro, a port on the north bank of the River Niger,
(See map on follovriLng page) The map shows the main rail lines
as patterned by the Colonial Masters, The pattern, as seen,
vas to provide best service for the British Colonial Masters in
evacuating the rav; materials they got from the interior parts.
No consideration was given to internal distribution of commodities
or other economic and social transactions.
—-
Research Unit, Transportation in Nigeria (Ibadan:
University Press, 1970)
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The road netv/ork in Nigeria can be divided into three
categories. The first consist of major roads which link the
federal capitol of Lagos with the 12 state capitoals, certain
other large towTis, and seaports. It also includes roads lead¬
ing to important points in adjacent countries. Construction
and maintenance of roads of this category is the responsibility
of the federal government of Nigeria, The roads in the second
category connects the provincial and divisional administrative
centers with various large tovms and provides access to the
federal roads and railway system. Construction and maintenance
of this category of roads is the responsibility of the state
governments of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, The third
category consists of roads constructed and maintained by the
local authorities in the Federal Republic of Nigeria, They
connect small tovms and villages so that they have access to
large tovns in the area.
Means of transportation, however, are still lacking in
Nigeria, Since Nigeria produces oil which results in rising
incomes, Nigeria is able to import large numbers of automobiles
into the country. Current road systems are inadequate and
traffic regulations are not properly enforced. The Nigerian
government has put highway construction on the priority list,
and foreign firms have been engaged to build roads, bridges and
ports. Plans have been formulated for building more railwa3'-s.
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ocean vessels, airports, and mass transit in the capital city
of Lagos, The construction of a transcontinental highv;ay from
Lagos to Kenya on the east coast of Africa has already started,
and contracts have been made mth several foreign firms to
build more highv/ays and bridges or to enlarge the existing air
and sea ports.
Communications
Communications deficiencies contribute to another bottle
neck of the economic development in Nigeria, Telephone
installations are scarce and telecommunication is very poor,
especially in non-metropolitan areas. Even postal services
are inefficient and unrealiable. The Nigerian government has
acknowledged the problems of capital shortage, lack of long
term perspective planning and inadequate organization, manpower
and supportive services. Steps have already been taken to put
in more telephone lines and svri.tchboards. Postal services also
are under general revision, and time limits have been established
for mail deliveries in various parts of the country. It is
important to note that in all the above steps taken by the
federal government of Nigeria, the Multinational Corporations,
to a certain degree, have been very cooperative. They provide
skilled labor v;here necessary and all of the temporary usage
of their property for faster development. For example, some
plants of the big stores are used to supply power where needed
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around the areas under construction, Wien failure occurs
v.dth the Electrical Corporation of Nigeria (E*C,N,), they
offer advisory jobs and counselling with remuneration for
services. This remuneration is high and shows the expliota—
tionary motives of the Multinational Corporations,
Power
Power is essential for industrial development, Nigeria
is in urgent need for improvement both in poxfer generation and
power distribution. In the past, Nigeria's energy requirements
have been met for the most part from hydro sources, such as the
well knovm Kainju Dam project. But ivith the gromng availability
of gas and fuel oil, the government of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria is also planning to build gas-fired thermal plants,
The plan includes 100 rav; extensions to each of the plants at
Ugheli and Afans, a new 3,000 mw thermal plant for the federal
capital of Lagos, the installation of the fifth to eighth
generating units at Kainji, a 40-60mvr hydro-station on the
C-ongola River, and a large gas fired thermal station in the oil
fields in the East or alternatively a 400 mv; hydro-station at
Jebba,
Plans for the improvement and strengtening of transmission
and distribution systems, manpower training, and rural electrifi-
' '
4o
''Minister of Trade and Industries, The Third National
Development P3an (Nigeria: Government Press, p', 25
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cation have been made also; implementation has been started
and vdll continue to 19^0 V7hen the third development plan gets
underivay.
Education
One of the objectives of educational development in
Nigeria is to meet the manpower requirements in developing the
entire economy. This orientation necessarily requires a vigo¬
rous federal leadership role and cooperation from the state
governments of the federal republic of Nigeria, Nigeria has
a high illiteracy rate and a low level of enrollment in the
schools, primarily due to the lack of job opportunities out¬
side of the agricultural sector. The farm population only sees
the opportunity cost of sending their children to school, but
not the direct benefit of education. Now^, the government of
the federation has made a six-year primary education compulsory.
In addition to the conventional secondary schools, there are
also craftmen’s training centers to teach students a particular
trade, such as masonry, electricity, mechanics, etc,
Polytechnical schools, vdiere foremen or supervisors are trained,
are also being employed. The government of the federation of
Nigeria has been in collaboration vn.th the state governments to
aw-ard scholarships to citizens studying in Nigeria and abroad.
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so as to provide the manpower that is required in the entire
sectors of the economy,
\^ithin the last six years, over twelve universities
have been built and staffed. The government has taken over all
institutions of higher learning from private agencies and the
primary grades have also been taken under the government system.
Regional Development
Nigeria has more than 20 different tribes. Most of them
live in their respective regions. The civil war fought betv/een
the Eastern tribes and other tribes, vrith the Ibo as the
dominant Eastern tribe and two other major tribes in the west
and north (Lagos and Hausa,) After the war, the federal
military government appropriated fimds to reconstruct the v:ar--
devastated area in the East, but at that same time recognized
the fact that in order to hold the nation together, an even¬
paced development over the xdiole nation v;ould be necessary;
e.g., in addition to helping small industry development by
providing technical extension, they provide services through the
establishment of industry, also they provide technical extension
services through the establishment of Industrial Development
Centers. The federal government has appropriated 1.2 million
nairas (one U.S, dollar is about 0,6 nairas) each year to each
of the states since 1972. The first 1.2 million nairas V7ere
equally divided among the 12 states. Half of the second 1.2
million nairas v;ere divided, but the other half v/ere
distributed proportionately according to the population of
each state. This process of the federal government sharing
revenue vath the state government is still continuing.
Each state has its ovai comiriunity development plan, e.g.,
the VJestern state has three ongoing schemes of developing
small industries. The integrated Rural Development Scheme,
the small-scale Industrial Loan Scheme, and the Industrial
Self-Help Development Scheme. The integrated Rural Development
Scheme is a training program geared to those v/ho have completed
elementary school at the least. The purpose is to spend one
or tvro years to teach each of them trades, after which they
hopefully v/ill return to their home tovm to develop their
trades. There are, at the present time, 16 units for training
textile technology that are operating successfully. Six units
for training brick-making technology, unfortunately did not
operate successfully and vrere shut dom.H
Under the small-scale Industrial Loan Scheme, the V/estern
state government and the Standard Bank of Nigeria have reached
^^Minister of Information, The Vfestern Development Scheme
(Ibadan: Government Press, 197o) p, 15-30
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an agreement. The Standard Bank v/ill make loans to small
industry entrepreneurs at lov/ interest rates (6-1/2^ per
anniun.) The criterion is that the applicants total fixed
assets should not exceed 100,000. The Western state govern¬
ment's representative and the bank's representative form a
loan management committee to review the applications. If the
applications are approved, GOfo of the loan vri.ll be guaranteed
by the state government and the other k-O'fo vrill be secured by
the capital assets accpiired by the firm while utilizing the
loan. Six applications were under consideration on March 1977^
and the committee v;as to make final decision vriLthin the
month,





East Central State Case VJork On State Capitalism
The East Central State has a vigorous private sector which
provides employment for about 955^ of the employed labor force.
The private sector covers such vital development activities as
agriculture, mining, manufacturing, quarrying, building and
construction, finance distribution and transportation. Within
the private sector, a distinction could be made between in¬
corporated business and households. Incorporated business
include most of the mining, manufacturing, quarrying, construction,
finance and incorporated sections of road transportation and
distribution. Households include millions of individual
peasant proprietors, and own-account traders, individual trans¬
port operators and self-employed craftsmen and artisans. Their
activities are dominant,in such sectors as agriculture, crafts,
distribution, construction and road transportation.
Agriculture
In East Central State peasant agriculture produces the
bulk of the food and tree crops in the agricultural sector. It
is estimated that about 70^ of the labor force is engaged in
this type of farming. Though some large agricultural plantations
are found in the private sector, for example, farms ovmed by the
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Christiam Council of Nigeria, their production is a small
fraction of (about 1/5) the total agricultural production in
the state. The production of peasant farmers, therefore,
dominates the contribution of the agricultural sector to the
Gross Domestic Product. Some public sector programs aim at
limited direct production of agricultural products, but the
bulk of the effort in the public sector is aimed at producing
indirect effects on the private sector. These indirect effects
create the necessary environment for effective private sector
participation in agricultural development.
Public Sector Programs
Projects and policies have, therefore, been designed to
encourage and facilitate the operations of enterprises in this
institutional sectorAt the national level, the federal
government hasadopted a new price policy on produce which
replaced the two-tiered system of produce taxation (export duty
and produce sales tax) by single tax. The aim is to guarantee
adequate values to farmers.
In this sector also, the government has recently developed
a scheme for rehabilitation of oil palm, rubber, cashew and
cocoa which involves a package of subsidized imputs and modern
cultural practices made available to peasant farmers, who qualify
'
"^^Nigerian Marketing Board "Policy and Future Projections"
Consumer Report, (Nigeria: Government Press, 1977) v. 2, p, lG-25.
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for participation in the schemes. The schemes enable them to
replant their oil palm, rubber, and cocoa plantations with new
improved varieties. The cashew plantings will also help farmers
control erosion of soils in various parts of the state.
The state government, in order to assist farmers to increase
their production, has recently planned the installation of
irrigation and drainage facilities in various locations in the
state. Food crop farmers will thus be able to double-crop their
farms. The state government has provided for a package deal
combining demonstration and training with such incentives as
subsidized improved planting materials, fertilizers, insecticides,
pesticides and other plant protection chemicals.There are
also applied research programs aimed at modifying, upgrading
and improving farm tools, and introducing an appropriate technology
into peasant agriculture.
The state government has designed various public sector
projects in the livestock and fishery farming to provide
extensive training and advisory services to livestock and poultry
farmers, as well as fishermen. Also, subsidized inputs like
fish fry and improved fishing gear v/ill be given to fisherman.
l^Ibid., p. 37
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Industry In East Central State
Apart from a few large-scale industries ovmed partly by
foreign investors, most other private sector establishments
in the state are small-scale. There were 26? industrial
establishments in 1966 employing not less than ten people in
what is now East Central State, 36 employing above fifty
v/orkers. Of this latter n\imber, fourteen were in public sector.
The prevailing pattern of ownership is sole proprietorship and
partnership. In 1976, there were about sixty-seven private
sector industrial firms in partnership. There were about 37
limited liability companies out of a total of 3^0 industrial
units. The sole proprietorship is common in bakeries, saw-mills,
printing, furniture, etc. This type of ownership structure
demonstrates a strong absence of confidence and cooperation
among entrepreneurs. It impedes effective mobilization of
investment capital, thus inhibiting rapid development of the
industrial establishments. Between 1974-77, the industrial
sector grew from 122-304 or about 150^. The profit v;as dominated
by five categories of industries.
Ministry of Trade and Industries,











Motor Vehicle & Motorcycle repair 10
Others 53
Source; Ministry of Economic Development
East Central State
Industrial Sketch
Today, the pattern still remains unchanged, but the number
is to be reduced due to the reconstruction sche. Indigenous
consulting firms now totaling twenty-three, mainly in the
engineering and architectural fields, are in full business.
Although these projects are carried on by the state govern¬
ment, and private establishments, financing has been chiefly
done by the federal government. In other words, federal grants
are expected to be the sole source of external grants. These
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grants are for projects in selected sectors of the economy
which the federal government intends to support either because
they are lagging behind the rest of the economy, due to relatively
inadequate allocation of resources in the past, or because the
federal government wishes to place greater priority on those
sectors. The majority of the grants are 50 per cent, matching
grants designed to provide half the plan allocation for projects
in those sectors. The details of these grants are given in the
table below:
TABLE V




DETAILS OF EXPENDITURE RECEIPTS
1975~SO
Agriculture Fertilizer procurement and dis¬
tribution to states (grants) 50
percent
Federal contribution ECS Rice
4,^2S,S70
(IBRD) Project
Federal Contribution to ECS
small holder oil palm (IBRD)
3,400,000
project
Federal Assistance to Agricul-
2,173,000
tural grants to states 171,970
Water Supply Grants for Water Supply (50^) 2^,275,000
To\'mi & Country Grants for Urban Road Develop-
Planning ment (50^) 23,306,000
Sewarge & Drainage Grants for sewerage (50?^) 14,000,000
Education Grants for post-secondary
technical education 10,000,000
Health Grants for training nurses












N I D B Loans 20,000,000
NAB Loans 30,000,000
N B C I Loans 25,000,000
Federal Mortgage Bank Loans 5,000,000
TOTAL LOANS So,000,000
Source; Ministry of Economic Development, Enugu, Finance
Budget - 1976.
With the information given in the state and federal aid to
investments, a decline in the level of unemploymient is envisaged.
The data below shov/s, the level of unemployment rose in
1975 and 1976. This is due to the after effects of the civil
war. The rate has been declining although, but not at a fast
pace since 1977 and mil be at a reasonable rate by 19^0, as
projection shox'/s.
TABLE VII




2129.3 2745.7 2B3^.5 2921.1 3005.3 3094.1 3IS2.9
Unemployed 97.1 250.7 234.0 227.3 220.1 214.3 207.9
Population
(2.6^ growth
rate used) 7200.0 IIS24.7 12131.0 12447.0 12770.6 13107.7 13443.3
Total Labor 2226.A 2996.7 3072.5 314^.4 3226,0 2206.4 3390.6
Source; Ministry of Economic Development.
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Has Capitalism played a more advantageous role than
disadvantageous role to the economic development in Nigeria?
Despite the state capitalism that dominates the economic
sectors, has private ov/nership been highly encouraged?
Has State Capitalism, therefore, played complementary
roles to investments and not dominating it totally? Due to
the state control of the economy, has the rate of unemployment
in all the states of the federal republic been declining? The
ansv/er is negative due to the influences that vjlll be discussed
in the next chapter.
Secondly, new investments are fast growing and industries
are built which vd.ll manufacture commodities to meet the demand.
Foreign aid is sought on the national level and training
of personnel is sponsored by the government, even where it
involves private investment or establishment.
Despite the advantages of state capitalism, there are some
faults on the level of allocations of resources. Even in the
industries and in private investments there is greater exploita¬
tion of the v/orkers. Benefits are rarely paid to workers in
the private investments and because of the monthly wages that
are paid to vforkers, the v;orkers put more hours in than they
are paid for, e,g., many workers in some private o\^med business
investment work for 12 hours a day for the stipulated monthly
v:ages.
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The business ovmed privately have less capital, still
the rate of profit is high*
CHAPTER III
THE MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS
Basic Alms for the Operations of the Multinational Corpo¬
rations .
In order to see how advantageous to Nigeria the Multi¬
national Corporations are, their aims towards global ex¬
pansion have to be surveyed*
The central issue of Interna.tlonal relations is that
of the relationship between the industrial capitalists
countries and developing countries of the Third World*
The structure of the operations of the Multinational Corpo¬
rations is aimed at establishing International Relations,
which is determined by a combination of political, economict
ideological, and mtlitary-llke objectives, necessitated by
the grox-rth of monopoly capitalism*
In the present international division of labor, in¬
dustrial capitalists countries produce primarily high
priced capital-intensive finished goods and developing
countries produce loxsr priced labor intensive raw materials
as X'rell as manufactured goods* Such a worldwide dlstrl-
A*G* Frank, Development of the Underdeveloped (New




butlon of productive activity generally brings about under¬
development of the Third World, though groi'rth nay take place
and development to the industrialized world* This dynamic
process corresponds to the development of underdevelopment,
in the words of A* G* Frank*
The existing International division of labor maintains,
under new foras, the system of control, historically created
by the industrial capitalist powers over the developing
countries. The Industrial capitalist block derives surplus
value which benefits at different levels all the classes and
strata of its population* On the other hand In the Third
World, benefits flow only to the fractions of the bourgeouise
and the petty bourgeoise allied with and dependent upon
foreign capital, vrhereas the living conditions of the majority
of peasants, craftsmen, and workers keep deteriorating* The
Multinational Corporations play the most dynamic role in re¬
enforcing the present unequal International division of labor
and represent the latest form under which capital accumulation
takes place during the current phase of monopoly capitalism*
The operation of the Multinational Corporations in
developing countries show how the Multinational Corporations
contribute to the Increase in structural dependency of the
Third World on the industrial capitalist countries*
At the beginning of the 20TH century, V*I* Lenin analysed
the development of capitalism from free competition to monopoly
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Imperialism or monopoly stage of capitalism corresponds
to the division of the whole world among the greatest
capitalist powers*
The Multinational Corporations as an economic entity
has the monopoly on technology, managerial skills and
easy access to capital* This creates the structural de¬
pendency of the Third World Countries on Industrial capi¬
talist v;orld, in which the colonial economy was based on
the production of raw material for outside consumption and
buyers set the price* In return, the colonies had to buy
the finished goods they needed for domestic consumption
at a price set by the sellers*
In the colonial era, the developing countries were
dependent on external demand, on Imported technology, capi¬
tal and managerial skills* The foreign exchange derived out
of the export commodities was used to pay for those factors
of production as well as consiomptlon goods for a minority
of the population* The essence of the structural dependency
as this situation exist today resides in the lack of locally
developed technologies for the production of the capital
goods needed to produce consumption goods for domestic needs*
The Multinational Corporations play part in the mecha¬
nism of trade and foreign investment between the industrial
capitalist countries and the Third World* The common eco¬
nomic objective of the Multinational Corporation is to secure
ravx laaterials that its home country does not produce in
significant quantity and which are so vital to the growth
of the latter economy The terms of trade which is the
relation of prices paid for imports to the prices paid for
exports work against the developing countries as the price
of its raw material Increases at much lower rate than that
of the goods it imports from the industrialized world*
Foreign Investments undertaken by the Multinational
Corporations Involves a transfer to the developing countries
or the Third World of a technology designed for the needs
from an industrial capitalist country’s economy* The de¬
veloping country becomes dependent on a technology which is
generally labor saving and capital Intensive* Consequently
such a transfer of technology contributes very little to
relieve the severe unemployment problem faced by most develop¬
ing countries*
With the above review, it is seen that the activities of
the Multinational Corporations in Nigeria followed the same
pattern of their global pattern*
The Multinational Corporations seek profit through their
ideological weapon advertising* They Induce the people in
the low Income countries like Nigeria to adopt Imported pat¬
terns of consumption and a new set of material value* By so
doing deprives a developing country like Nigeria the resources
which could be used to alleviate those problem.s of hunger.
housing, unemployment and health care*
This could be seen for the Nigerian import data from
197^-76* The aims of these multinational corporations
operating in Nigeria are to be discussed*
It is the contention of this research that the Multi¬
national Corporations have operated in Nigeria in such a
way as to enhance economic development* The validity of
this statement is to be further proved by analysing the
merits and demerits of such corporations and their impact
on the economic development of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria*
The major Multinational Corporations in Nigeria are:
1* The British Shell-B.P*
The British Shell-B*P* is an oil company that started
its operation in Nigeria before independence* It is engaged
in mining and extracting of oil from the crude* The Shell-
B*P* also has in the recent past built industries in Nigeria
and at their parents nation that make use of the raw material
from crude oil* Examples of this are the refinery built in
Port Harcourt, in the River State of Nigeria, the soap indus¬
tries in seven states of Nigeria including the Federal Capital*
This Multinational Corporation exports a large quantity of the
crude oil from Nigeria to their parent nation* In their parent
nation* In their parent nation, final processing is done*
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In return the finished product are brought back to
Nigeria as Inports* Such commodities are the motor oils,
engine oil* This process of supplying the finished
products as imports have negative effects on the Nigeria's
balance of trade and payments* It also restricts development
of indigenous processing Industries* This so because as
Infant industries, they are unable to compete with the long
established capital intensive Shell BP* (Tables showing Shell
BP Drilling Summary 1976 follows)















Excloration wells Appraisal Developed Wells
Number




3 b b. 5 r57’5^’0 17 21 “
5 7 1 2 ~ 7,864 16 12
2 5 - 4 - 13,607 15 21
4 5 1 1 - 3,813 14 16
2 ■■ . . 4 — 2 1 8,109 14 14
1 3 - 2 5,935 17 13
1 2 2 - ~ 3,204 16 17
3 4 - 1 - 9,137 9 14
2 4 1 2 13,392 10 12
5 4 4 1 - 14,676 7 9
2 3 1 2 ~ 8,265 8 15
5 3 4 10,485 7 9
32 54 19 20 1 117,377 148 173
{cont’d on next pate)
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: uspended Completed depth
drilled
in meters
Jan. 5 5 43482 64,372
Feb. 20 1 26433 34,297
Mar. 13 1 52264 65,871
Apr. l1 8 3H0B7 —417500
May 13 4 42249 50,358
Jun. 13 5 38906 44, 841
Jul. 14 1 53326 56,530
Aug. 9 8 29535 38,672
Sep. 9 5 21808 35,197
Oct. 8 8 26666 41,342
WOV. 3 7 39472 47,737
Dec. 6 9 21126 331611
TOTAL IBO 62 435354 552,731






total prod. Avg, A.P.I,
Gravity
Tot. Gas Avg, aaiiy
rate
600/ 600
4 43,442 38.0 8,091 119
17 1,372,474 25.4 247,979 3760
4 1,021,207 38,3 24,446 2798
13 8,533,337 20.5 83,735 2328
10 801,118 26.4 112,657 2195
3 246,699 32.2 27,098 676
6 848,557 42.8 407,991 2325





















The shell-BP pays annual royalty to Nigeria* The
royalty paid in i960 was about 30.^ of the returns from
oil in 1960* The return from oil in i960 was 89*6
million dollars* The annual average of barrels of crude
oil drilled in i960 vras 120,000 since I96O there has been
constant Increase in the number of barrels* The royalty
has also been Increased at a low rate* For example, in
1975 the number of barrels drilled rose to an average of
2,000,000* The royalty paid was of the returns of
14 billion dollars* In this example, the Shell-BP makes
a huge sum of profit from oil in Nigeria* The shell-BP
has no other investments that absorb the surplus value or
the shell-BP does not build more refineries in Nigeria
despite the rise in the price of oil* The profit is there¬
fore utilized in the parent country of the Multinational
Corporation* James O'Connor stressed this in his article
"Imperialism in its entirety? He stated that the activities
of the Multinational Corporations in underdeveloped countries
portray the imperialistic attitude of their parent state
This could be interpreted that the Multinational Corporation
alms at high rate of profit is constantly transfered to their
parent natlon*^^
iS
"Petroleum & Nigeria Economy" Stanford University Press
1976 African Report vol* I6 February issue p* 15
19J* 0*Conor, Imnerialism the highest stage of capitalism
(New York: International Press, 1973) P* 39~
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The royalty of 60^ was not paid until 1975, while the contract
20
stated that it was to be paid from I960,
The French Multinational Corporations
The French Michelin Tire Company is a big investment that
makes use of the raw material from rubber. Rubber production
is abundant in the Western and Midwestern States of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria,
A typical example is sapele. The annual production is
high and this places Nigeria in the third rank in rubber pro¬
duction in West Africa. The French Multinational Corporations
came to Nigeria in 1965 that is five years after Independence,
As of date, Nigeria imports only l/S of its tire production
from abroad, of the tire products are produced by the
Michelin tires and 2/S of tire industry in Mid-west, Odulola
tire factory is an indigenous com.pany. The technology in this
factory was supplied by the Michelin tire company. Now the .
operation is solely on the hand of the citizens. In the trans¬
port sector, the French people have a Multinational Corporation
that has operated for 10 years. This Multinational Corporation
is called "Costain Company," "Costain Company" specializes in
the building or construction of roads such a.s trunk A and B
^^Ministry of Trade and Industries, Imports of Ni,g:eria
(Ibadan: University Press, 1975) p. l6
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roads as called in Nigeria, and building bridges* They also
build expressways and Highways* Half of the trunk A roads
in the Federal Republic of Nigeria in the early sixties was
built by the Costain Company* The equipment or machinery
was imported from their parent country* Tar, which is a by¬
product of oil was also imported* This is as a result of the
refining of oil that is done abroad* For example, the shell
BP is supposed to manufacture tar from the oil that is rained
in Nigeria* But the manufacture is done in Britain and sent
to Nigeria as import* The French Multinational Corporation
did not use the British shell-BP tar, instead it used the
tar from France* This portrays the idea that the Multi¬
national Corporations seek for ways of maximizing their profit*
The profit realized is sent to the parent state of the par¬
ticular Multinational Corporation* The effect of this is that
Nigeria pays more for all these services rendered by the Multi¬
national Corporations * For example, it will be cheaper to buy
tar that is produced in Nigeria since Nigeria has the raw
material* But when bought or when imported other costs such
as transportation costs that is cost of shipping will make the
price high* The ship belong to the parent nation of the Multi¬
national Corporation* For Example, the French ships carry these
commodities and the workers are French citizens and the profit
goes to French shipping companies*
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The German Investment
Germany has a corporation that specializes in Brewing*
The ’’star beer” is owned by a German Multinational Corpo¬
ration* This corporation has five plants located in the
Federal Republic of Nigeria* One plant is at La.gos, the
Federal capital* Another is at Ibadan the capital of the
Western states, and a big commercial city* The third is at
Onltsha in East central state* The fourth is located at
Kadune, the biggest city in Northern Nigeria, and the last
at Kano, a city and an international Airport city* Another
brand of beer by the German Multinational Corporation is
the ’’Golden Guinea”* This one plant located in Umuahia, a
commercial city in Imo State of Nigeria* These two brands
account for 2/3 of the beer that is consumed in Nigeria;
1/3 is imported* In I965 there vras scarcity of beer due to
war* In 1971. production was reactivated* In 1975. the
price of beer rose from $2*50 a quart to $5 a a quart*
The cause was that the Multinational Corporation producing
beer limited production* The aim was to command greater
profit* Salaries or X'rages of workers were not Increased*
Taxation was not increased* There was no new plants by the
corporations, which took greater capital* The only reason
was an aim at controlling supply* They cut production in
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order to create artificial scarcity* This in effect causes
the price of beer to rise* The German multinational Corpo¬
ration in 1975 formed an Alliance with the French ”Costain'** .
And these two corporation dominated the contracts in the
constructions of roads and also other Buildings; such as
the Federal sponsored' buildings*
The Cocoa Cola Industry in Nigeria U-3-A Investment
Nigeria is the second world's largest producer of coa*
The Western states are famous for this Cocoa cola production
came into operation after Independence* Prior to this period
such comm.odltles were Imported* In the system of importing
these com.modities, Nigeria could not deal vrith the country
producing them* Nigeria had to go through Britain, her
colonial master* The commodity had to reach Britain and
transferred to British ships which in turn will carry it to
Nigeria* No consideration was given to distance* In some
aspects it was nearer to convey such imports to Nigeria from
the countries where they were bought, but that would not be
allowed* This method of trade was referred to as the triangu¬
lar trade* This happens with the raw materials from Nigeria*
United States for example, was not allowed to deal with Nigeria
in getting the raw material cocoa* United States had. to deal
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with Britain, and Britain had the larger part of the profit*
The Cocoa Cola Corporations nox'f makes use of cocoa as raw
material in their production* Today the demand for cocoa
cola, in Nigeria is high* This is a result of the hot
climate* Production of Cocoa Cola in Nigeria for the past
ten years has increased by 10 per cent, while the population
has increased by *5 per cent* The price of 12 ounces of
Cocoa Cola has also increased by I5 cents* There are no new
plants built* The number of employees portrays the fact that
the rate of surplus has increased* This corporation for the
past two years has introduced more machinery in their pro¬
duction system* This has reduced the number of em.ployees*
The outcome is that there is an increase in profit* This
profit is in turn sent back to the parent nation of the
multinational corporation* In the transport sector also
United States Multinational Corporations are becoming active*
For example, the new capital of TJlgerla, which is estimated
to cost about $80 billion is to be undertaken by an American
firm* These major multinational corporations have great
impact on the accumulation of profits from Nigeria* For
example, the crude oil drilled is fast increasing* In I976,
a total of 287,548 thousand barrels was drilled* (See Table 8)
^iNlgerlan Government, "Production Progress In Nigeria




Exploitation of the working class is high* The British
Shell-BP as an example, is constantly investing more capital
to locate the position of crude oil in Nigeria* The drilling
snmmary indicates this also* As a result of the high profit
desired by the Multinational Corporation in Nigeria, unem¬
ployment has become a major problem faced by Nigeria* This
unemployment problem is faced by many capitalist countries
today*
The Multinational Corporations face serious competitions
in the developed countries* This is one of the main reasons
for their struggle to invest in underdeveloped countries*
They face the problems of high cost of production in the
developed countries and labor unions in developed countries
protect the Interest of the workers* This trend to lower the
rate of profit'is as low as 9 psr cent, while it is 11 per
cent at x^orld standard* Again a country like South Africa
the rate of profit is about 25 psr cent*
Table X
AMJ-\LYSIS OF MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS BY
SIZE OF employment, NIGERIA (1975)
ISIC
Code
Industries Number of establishemants by size of employment
20-69 50-99 100-299 300«489 500-999 ?S85 Total
3111 Meat 1 3 3 3 1 11
3112 Dairy Products 1 2 — — - 3
3113 fruit, canning 1 - 1 1 - - 3
3115 veq* oil millinq 8 5 3 4 7 29
3116 grain mill prod. 1 1 - 1 - - 4
3117 Bakery Prod. 36 36 9 4 1 — 87
3119 Sugar & Confect. 1 2 4 3 — 12




spirit dist.St 1 1 3 7
3134
beer
soft drinks 3 2 1 1 6
3140 Tobacco — — 1 - 1 4
3211 textiles 4 4 5 9 4 8 39
3212 made of tex. gds
except v/earing apri - 1 1 5 1 3 11
3213 Knitted goods 1 - - 1 - 1 3
3220 wearing apparel 8 5 3 2 2 — 21
3231 tanning 2 3 - 2 - - 7
3233 travelling goods - 1 1 1 1 •i" 4
3240 footwear, leather 1 - 4 4 2 - 12
3311 sav7 milling 30 24 10 6 3 1 75
3319
3320
wooden furn. & 0.
wood and cork pro*
not elsewhere das ,31 10 7 2 ma 50
3412 containers, boxes
of paper & pa. brd . 1 3 2 6
3419 paper products 1 2 - 1 1 - 5
3420 printing 38 10 10 5 4 • 4 67
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2 fertilizers, pest. 1 2 1 — — 4
L paints 3 — 3 — — — 6
2 drugs & medicines 2 2 2 1 - - 7
3 soap, perf, ccsm.
& other clen. prp. 5 4 - 4C. 2 1 14
J other chem. prod. 8 — 1 1 — 10
3540 prod, of petrol.
coal 3 1 1 — 5
3551 tires and tubes 4 1 1 1 1 8
3559 other rubber prod. 5 7 7 2 2 2 25
35C0 plastic prod. 6 2 6 - 1 - 15
3520 pottery & glass 2 1 1 1 1 - 6
3691 bricks & tiles 3 2 - - — - 5
3692 cement 2 1 1 — - 1 5 M
3699 concrete prod. 4 1 3 - 1 - Q h-i
3720 basic mstal&cut.
3311 hard tools, gen. hrdw 2 3 3 - - 1 9
3312 metal furn, & fixt. 4 4 5 2 1 - 16
3613 structural met. pr. 13 3 4 3 - - 23
3819 fabricated metal pr. 1 2 6 3 4 — 16
3922 manufac. of Agri&
spec. ind. m.achi. 2 1 1 •m - - 4
3829 mach. & eqip. except
elec. 1 2 - — - 3
3832 Manf, of radio & tel
& comm, equip. 3 2 4 - mm - 9
3833 manf. of household
elec. appl. & other
elect, sup. (not else-
where classified) 2 - 2‘ 1 mm - 5
3841 transp. equip 5 - 1 - 1 7
3851 manf. of watches &
clocks 2 - T - - — 3
3901 misc, prod. & manf. 2 2 - - — 4
3909 Manf, of industry
not elsewhere clas. 7 4 2 - - 4 13
TCTiiL 3T7 11^ 5/ 3b 2^5 T^TE
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The data on the table of manufacturing establishments
by size of population, there are significant part of the
population that Is absorbed In the different aspects of
labor In the Industrial sector* Although the data does not
specify the percentage of the foreign investments versus the
domestic Investments, but the budget report of the Head of
state on March 1977 specified that 75 per cent of all the
Investments are foreign* If* not entirely foreign are foreign
aided* For example, the Multinational Corporation,.still
supply technological aid to domestic investments and are paid
for such services* In some domestic investments such as
refrigeration, the Multinational Corporations supply the
machinery and also take the servicing contract* This in
effect absorbs greater part of the profit* Some domestic
Investments in the transport sector,in many cases go through
the Multinational Corporations* For example, ”The Intra
Motors" is a Japanese Multinational Corporation basing in
.Lagos* They deal on all Japanese vehicles* There are some
domestic investments or companies who operate transportation
business* Examples of such investments are the "Chldi Ebere







port service covers the Eastern States and also has direct
transport to the Federal Capital. The Mid-VJest lines, covers
the Mid-Western states and have direct lines to ..the Federal
Capital such investments have the capital to import vehicles
from the manufactures. They also have the import license
sanctioned by the Federal government. Despite these authorities
they cannot import except if they buy from "Intra Motors*',
This is a typical example of where a Multinational Corporation
has excercised monopolistic povrers. The intention is to dominate
the trade and make fantastic profits. This"Intra Motors" has
operated in Nigeria for over 10 years, and no assembling plant
for their vehicles has been build. Their main concern is to
import the vehicles and sell to Nigerians who want them. Parts
to those vehicles are imported. There is no re-investment of
the surplus profit rea.lized,^^ In 1976, the price for four
cyclinder (sedan Datsun car) v/as $2,200. In 1977» the same
four cyclinder sedan Datsun car cost $3,250, The condition
of workers v:as still the same. The freight rate or the import
duties charged by Nigeria was the same. The price might have
gone up from the manufacturers, but not compared v.dth the in¬
crease in v;hat it was sold for in Nigeria. Some Multinational
Corporations such as the shell-BP, employ about 5-10 personnel
who are Nigerian in their management level’jobs. The banks
employ over 100 in their respective departments. For example.
Bank of America has over 400 Nigerians
^%'Iinistry of Trades and Industries, Price Reviev^ of Foreign
Goods Government Papers, April 1977, pp. 5-9 ^
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in their different brpnches in Nip;e'>’la* The Shall-BP has over
?. ,00 erorloyees vrho are Nigerians* This number is rather too
compared with total pooulption of about 70 million people*
Desrlte this, the Shell-3P is still struggling to dominate -
markets in Nigeria* This portrays their Imperialistic ten¬
dencies* This imuerlalistic character h'^s led to their high
exploltatlonery rate and does not allow other companies to
share the drilling of crude oil* They c-^rry the propaganda
that the products from the oil they refine is better than
that refine is better than that refined by other companies*
As Lenin puts it-, "The multinational Corporations from
diffei'ent nations do earnestly aim at monopoly"* With reference
to the table on the economic indicators, (SIS CHA.RT NEXT PAGE)
The oil com.pany realises fantastic profit* Oil is the main
source of national Incom.e of Nigeria (GNP)* The profit f??om
oil is projected to rise and this indic-^tes a high rise of
profit to !-hs Multinational Corporation*^^ Oil is still facing
high demand in world market* The per capita in Nigeria is
rising at about 2*5 psr cent and could have been higher, but
for the exploitation of the giant corporations* The m.onopoly
claimed by some of the automobile foreign comp"nles or cor¬
poration necessitated the cause for the Federal government
to build an assemble plant for Vox Wagon and Peugot cars*
V •> Le n i n, Imoerialism the Highest St'-:ge of Capitalism ,
(New York: International Publishing Cnmp-^ny, 1974) pp- <6-53*
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The government also placed tariffs in the importation of
other small cars. The effect of this is that presently the
demand for cars is more than the assembly plants can produce.
As a result, the people v/ho can afford to finance the purchase
of cars are delayed. Many people place orders for cars three
to four months in advance before they vri.ll be able to purchase
a car.
Due to this excess demand the indigenous investors in¬
creased the price o.f the commodities they sell, hence
facilitate inflation. The burden of this inflation is on
the consumers. These consumers are in many cases vrage workers
vrith limited incomes, also the nation suffers an economic
problem of inefficiency due to inflation.
Many other complex economic hinderances follow. For
example, large capital outflov/ result. This does not help
the Nigerian economy. It only portrays the fact that v/hat
the country has as natural resources is exploited by the
Multinational Corporations, Follovring is a table showing the
net outflo\j of capital of some Third World Countries in v/hich



















prices) 3485.8 5584.4 2098.6 3756.4 6851.4 3095.8 4110.6 7136.9 3026.3 4561.8 8329.9 3768.1
Grswth Rate 4.2 30.8 26.6 7.8 22.7 14.9 9.4 4.2 -5.2 11.0 16.7 5.7
Capital
Formation 710.0 844.9 134.9 798.0 1234.9 436.9 836,0 1480.0 644.0 848.0 1745.9 897.9
Investment
Ratio 18.4 14.9 -3.6 18.9 17.2 -1.7 18.2 19.2 +1.0 16.8 19.6 +2.8
Traditional
Exports 403.6 375.6 -28.0 428.4 312.9 -15.5 435.6 246.8 -187.1 454.6 319.5 -136.1
Oil Exports 520.0 509.8 -10.8 659.0 980.4 +321.4 739.0 1186.4 +447.4 792.6 1958.9 +1163.3
Total Exports 924.2 885.4 -38.8 1087.4 1293.3 +205.9 1174.6 1434.2 +250.6 1248.2 2278.4 +1030.1
Imports 660.0 756.4 +96.4 725.8 1078.9 +303.1 816.4 970.1 +173.7 937.4 1334.8 +285.4
Current A/C
Balance -69.2 -50.0 +19.2 -41.0 -219.0 -178.0 +71.8 -317.6 -245.8 -132.0 +65.2 +197.2
GNS (NM) 328.4 794.9 +466.5 387.0 1015.9 +628.9 340.4 1172.4 831.4 252.6 1811.1 1558.5
Savings
Ratio 9.2 13.4 +4.2 10 14.8 +4.8 8.2 16.5 8.3 5.2 22.8 16.8
GNP
(as % of






Revenue 637.2 849.0 +211.8 794.4 1429.5 +631.5 947.6 1531.8 +584.2 1140.4 2355.4 1215.0
Gov't
Recurrent
Expenditure 571.8 786.5 +214.7 643.0 889.5 +246.5 686.0 1120.4 434.4 718.4 1200.7 +482.0
Budget
Surplus 65.4 62.5 -2.9 157.4 536.4 385.0 261.6 411.4 +149.8 422.0 1154.7 +732.7
Source; Federal Ministry of Statistics, Review of Economic Indicators
TABLE XII
Wet Outflow of Income on Investments
1960-64
Country i960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
Ethiopia 4 7 4 6 6 4 4
Ghana 15 15 14 25 18 27 20
Zambia 3 4 4
Malawi 144 120 114 137 54
Rhodesia 97 . 64
Morocco 20 29 29 21 17 29 39
Nigeria 13 11 25 4^ 78 147 208
Susan -1 -2 3 3 6 7 0y
Tunia -2 -2 -2 . 1 4 8 14
Uar -6 -4 6 11 18 10 10
Total of ten 187 174 3^1 JUS
countries
Source; External financing of Economic Development of Developing Countries
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This data presents the outfloT'r of capital from ten
developins: countries* These ten coi.xntries have faced the
operations of the I'^ultinational Corporations*
Nigeria at present face the highest outflow of capital*
This is as a result of many factors, especia.lly as a result
of much importation* The greatest being that the operation
of the Multinational Corporation* The Multinational Corpo¬
rations send the capital vrhich comes out of their investment
in the form of surplus value to their parent nations*
Much of the raw material is removed from Nigeria by
the Multinational Corporations* This data, therefore, aids
in the conclusion that the Multinational Corporations operate
in Nigeria for profit making more than for economic dev^elopment*
This capital outflovr causes hinderance to Nigerian
balance of pasrments*
With reference to the data, there was less outflovj of
capital* This is because the Multinational Corporations were
Investing by then* Their investments were capital Intensive*
Then after a couple of years, their investments started to
yield surplus value and profits* The profits are sent back
to the parent nations of the Multinational Corporations*
Therefore, the MNC has caused more disadvantages than ad¬
vantages to the economic development of Nigeria* This mass
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capital outflow has kept on at a Increasing rate, hence other
sectors are ar^vei^sely affects'^* The cause of the adverse
effect is hecause of low rate of T^e-lnvestnent of the surplus
value* The sectoral growth In Migeria of the different sectors
is low* A conoarison m^^de has shown th^t the rate of growth
of investnent is lowest at the sector inherently cominated
by the Fultin'^tional Corporations* This is the mining and
quarrying sector* Following is the data for an annual sectoral
growth rate of investment in Nigeria in million Naira for a
five year period*
TABLE XIII
ANNUAL SECTORAL GROWTH RATE OF
IN NIGERIA
INVESTMENTS
SECTORS 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Agricultural, Forestry
& Fishing 9.7 10.S 10.2 10.00 9.9
Mining & Quarrying 10.u 10.30 10.4 10.A2 10.41
Manufacturing & Crafts 21.6 26.3 29.4 30.S 33.7
Electricity & Water
Supply 17.9 17.9 24.3 24.7 25.5
Building &.
Construction 2^.2 31.6 32.5 35.3 35.1
Distribution 16.6 IS. 00 20.5 22.2 23.0
Transportation
& Communication 19.2 22.9 25.7 29.6 35.4
General Government 15.0 15.0 25.0 20.0 20.0
Education 19.0 21.0 22,0 23.0 24.0
Health IS.O . 19.0 21.0 21.0 21.0
Other Services 13. 15.5 17.3 19.0 19.7
Aggregate Grovrbh
Rate 13.0 U.2 15.6 16.8 18.0
Source,* Nigerian Trade Journal Investment Gro\vth Rates
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Continue
Sector Average Growth Rate
Agriculture & Forrestry 10.1
Mining & Quarrying 10*3
Manufacturing 28-3
Electricity & V7ater Supply 22-1







Aggregate Growth rate 15-5
Source Nigerian Trade Journal
This data is presented in the research as an illustra¬
tion as to what extent the Multinational Corporations in¬
creases their investments in Nigeria. This support
or refute the contention that their investments in Nigeria
are aiding the grovxth rate of the economy. Note; the
sector entirely controlled by the Multinational Corporations
is the mining and Quarrying sector. Special emphasis is
dravm on the growth rate of the mining sector.
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The data has been significantly below the 15*5 pei’
cent average of the tv;elve key sectors. It shovrs the
investment grovrth rate. The mining and quarrying X'^hich
is entirely in the operation of Multinational Corporations
has for a period Of six years faced a much slovrer than
average grox^th rate in investment. This does not mean
that the Multinational Corporations, such as Shell-BP
does not make any profits. The fact is that the profit
is not reinvested. If done, only an infinitesimal portion
is re-invested. This data xirill also aid in arriving at
a conclusion as to X'/hether the Multinational Corporations
operate only to the best advantage of Nigerias* economic
developm.ent.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIt-IENDATIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The main objective of this research is to survey on the
contention about the Multinational Corporations. This con¬
tention being that they operate to the best interest of the
economic development of Nigeria, In order to make recommen¬
dations and conclusions, the advantages and disadvantages of
the operations of the Multinational Corporations in Nigeria
towards economic development are to be enumerated.
Advantages:
Advantages in Industrial Sector;
1. The Multinational Corporations established several
industries, which helped to increase production.
Example; textile industries, cosmetics, automobile
assembly plants,
2. The Multinational Corporations have introduced the
use of machinery and other technological equipments
in production and other office uses. For example,
computerized system and hov; to use them. The use
of adding machines and other assorted advanced
computers in the banking systems.
Advantages in Transport Sector:
1. The Multinational Corporations for example, the
”Costain” construction company have developed the
use of modern techniques in building bridges, roads,
and other types of houses for business use.
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2. They have also helped to train pilots and
introduced the constant flights of helicopters.
For example, the Shell-BP has about 35 heli¬
copters, which they use for dispatching messages
and also conve’"-ing their workers to important
areas of operation,
3, They have helped in the construction of express-
v;ays, this helps to solve transportation problems
in Nigeria,
Advantages in the Agriculture Sector
1, Agriculture in Nigeria prior to the era of foreign
companies practiced on domestic basis, but
merchanised agriculture vjas introduced by the Multi¬
national Corporations, for example, the British Live
Stock Company,
2, They introduced the canning of food to make the crops
harvested to remain and last longer before use,
3, They introduced the freezing of food which also
keep it longer before use,
/|., They introduced the feed use in poultry farms,
5, They also introduced the process of pasteurization
of milk.
Advantages in Education Sector
1, The Multinational Corporation, for example, the Shell-
BP, the Bank of America, the German Brevjeries, have
indulged in training programs.
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2, The Shell-BP, trains personnel for manage¬
ment post. There are about 300 students in
management schools in Britain sponsored by
the Shell-BP,
3. The Multinational Corporations, such as the
Cocoa Cola have established financial institution
such as the Bank of America this help to facilitate -
financial transactions both internal and abroad.
The banks also offer domestic or indegenous business¬
men inclusive, and businesses loans.
Disadvantages of the Multi-National Corporations to Economic
Development of Nigeria
1, The advantages prior mentioned serve both the Multi¬
national Corporation as well as the developing
countries. The extent to v/hich they serve Nigeria
is to be seen by enumerating their disadvantages.
Disadvantages in Industrial Sector
1. The industries of the Multi-National Corporation have
large capital and as a result cause a stumbling block
to the success of the indigeneous or infant indixstries.
The reason is that they have the machinary, and could
produce at lovr cost, The3'' reduce their prices at
times to make infant industries go out of business,
and later sky rocket their prices. For example, the
Textile indusry in Lagos owned by the British Multi-
National Company, in 1973» the price of textile
materials in this corporation \i&s drastically reduced
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and "Aba tex" v;hich is an indigenous company
could not meet the production cost, therefore,
v;ent out of business. In 1974 the price of
Textile material sky rocketed by 255^, this was
higher than the price "Aba tex" vras selling their
products. The Multi-National Corporations, there¬
fore, has claimed monopoly, it has acquired greater
profit, vjhich eventually is sent back to its parent
nation. This caused Nigeria a loss end a negative
economic development,
2, The use of machinery has caused many vxorkers to be
put out off job. This has resulted to an increase
in unemployment,
3, Investments in the Multi-National Corporations are
static that is the surplus value is not re-invested,
hence the profit is utilized outside Nigeria this is
a negative economic development.
Disadvantages in Transport Sector
1, The early roads were patterned only to the areas
v/here the Multi-National Corporations are situated
for example, the Shell-BP bass at Port-Harcourt
no consideration was given to internal development
of roads and today the transport problem in the
federal capital is so severe,
2, The monopoly of the giant automobile corporations e,g,
the Intra Motors has caused a lot of transportation
problems. There is scarcity of vehicles and this
causes high cost of transportation. For example, to
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travel from Aba to Port—Harcourt — costs $10 and
that is a distance of 40 miles, I'Jhile in some
countries like the United States, a bus charges
about six cents to cover such a distance.
Disadvantages in Agricultural Sector
1, There are dangers faced by the indigeneous farmers.
The cost of production is high,
2, The Multinational Corporations sky-rocketed the
prices of the food products. This forces the nation
to import more food abroad and hence more money is
spent abroad. This has a negative effect to
Economic Development,
3, The Multinational Corporations, for example, the
Shell-BP have caused a wage differential problem and
this has caused the nation a lot. That is people
leave the ministries to enter the industries where
on the long run, they vri.ll be out of a job,
4, The Multinational Corporations due to their strong
advertising media have inductrinated the people to
consume more of the imported goods. This has a
negative effect on the Nigerian balance of trade and
payments. Nigeria suffers, high exploitation, for
example, the rav; materials that is transferred to
the parent nations of the Multinational Corporations
is a strong negative force for economic development.
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5. Generally, the monopoly that is created by
the Multinational Corporation, has caused
inflationary tendencies,
6, As a result of inflation, people loose their
jobs and unemployment rate rises. The key
factors that cause any nation to develop
economically have been affected in the case
of Nigeria through the activities of the
I-Tultinational Corporations, The advantages
as they seem, have greater benefit to the Multi¬
national Corporations than to Nigeria, In
many cases, as explained, they are desguised
disadvantages.
These disadvantages have been enumerated in order to
strengthen them detailed survey v;as made in the activities of
the Multinational Corporations in Nigeria, For example, a data
of the 1970 Census reviev; the total population of Nigeria, It
also shov;s the number that is engaged in paid labor, that is
v/age vrarkers.
Further the number employed by the Multinational Corpo¬
rations is knov/n and this has revealed that very few have been
employed. The output per employee v;as computed in the different
sectors, and statistics show that the output per employee in
the sector dominated by the Multinational Corporations is high
compared vdth other sectors.
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Follovd.ng are the data and compiled output that explained
the detailed operation.
Territorial Distribution of Nigeria 1970
This data shov/s the census figure of Nigeria in 1970*
This data is presented by the statistics division of Ministry
of Information Enugu in East Central State, This data might
show some variations in the state populations but the total
population in 1970 v;as approximately 7^ million. This data
also shovjs the percentage of the working population or the





SQ. MLS. POPULATION DENSITY
NIE-'IBER
EI'IPLOYED
Northwestern 65,143 . 6,S33,114 66 1,706,276.3
North Central 27,10S 5,072,401 156 1,266,100
Kanu 16,630 5,96S,376 339 1,969,456
North Eastern 105,300 11,256,346 76 2614,066,5
Benue Plateau 3^,529 5,029,172 95 1,252,293
Kwana 2^,672 2,472,967 62 624,322.5
Lagos l,3Sl 1,396,672 251 465,557.3
Mid-western 29,100 10,367,276 239 3,462,425
VJestern 14,722 2,966,342 166 969,447
East Central 11,310 10,636,526 711 3,612,175.3
Southeastern 11,166 4,000,397 263 1,333,696.5
Rivers 7,00S 2,676,212 233 1,339,106
Source; East Central State, Ministry of Information
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With reference to the data, it can be seen that
about .2^ of the entire population is paid to employees.
Greater part of the population is in the class of domestic
agriciilture. That is, producing food for subsistence
is of significance. This also accounts for the labor
surplus. With this figure, it can be seen that any in¬
vestment or factor that aids development should consider
this sector of the v/orking population. The Multinational
Corporation introduced high level technology which in many
cases could not accomodate the structure of the labor force.
This has resulted in an increased number of unemployed
workers.
The next data shov;s the different sectoral output
and the size of employment in each. This mil then prove
to v;hat extent the Multinational Corporations have actively
taken part in employment, or to xWnat extent they have not.
It is to be stated that in all the sectors to be
outlined, the mining and quarrying is exclusive under
the operation of the foreign Multinational Corporations.
The extent to which they employ Nigerian citizens will
serve as evidence in assessing their stand as to solving
the economic problems of employment, or even causing rise
of unemployment.
TABLE XV
Annual Sectoral Average Output Per Employee
(1970-76)
Sector 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
Agriculture & For-
restry
.003 A .0037 .0040 .0045 .0050 .0055
Mining & Quarrying .1310 .1446 .1596 .1769 .1963 .2202
Manufacturing .00020 *00022 .0002^^ .00037 .0049 .00066
Electricity .00C02 .00003 .000030 .000036 .000045 .000056
Building & Construe
tion
.0010 .0012 .00163 .0022 .0030 .0040
Distribution .00073 .00090 .0010 .0012 .00157 .0019
Transportation .00024 .00023 .00036 .00045 .00057 .00076
General Government .00067 .00077 .00039 .0011 .0033 .0015
Education .00030 .00035 .00042 .00052 .00064 .00030
Health .0022 .0026 .0031 .0037 .0045 .0054
Other Services .00046 .00052 .00060 .00071 .00035 .0010
Total .14027 .15517 .17197 .191635 .214765 .241775
Source; East Central Ministry of Information. Statistics Division
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(TABLE XV CONTD)
Annual Sectoral Average Output Per Employee
Sector Total Number Employed
Agriculture & Forrestry 989447
Mining & Quarrying 50000
Manufacturing 3612175
Electricity 2814086








Source; East Central Ministry of Information Statistics Division
Sectorial Output
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Agriculture, Forestry,
and Fishing 3372 3700 4098 4516 5457
Mining & Quarrying 6552 7230 7978 8844 9837
Manufacturing & Crafts 6S3 830 1049 1357 1776
Electricity 5S 69 81 101 126
Building & Construc¬
tion S21 1052 1385 1835 2484
Distribution
971 1132 1336 1609 1966
Transportation 325 3S7 476 598 775
General Government
901 1037 1192 1431 1717
Education 376 447 542 661 813
Health
132 155 185 224 271
Other Services
. 215 245 283 332 395
Total 14U0 16288 18608 21512 25131
Source; Nigerian Trade Journal
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(TABLE XV CONTD)
Annual Sectoral Average Output Per Employee
Sector 1976 Number Employed
Agriculture & Forrestry 5457 989447
Mining & Quarrying 11008 50000











Other Services 472 465557
Total 29664
Source; Nigerian Trade Journal
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This data shovrs the output of these different sectors
in million Nairas for a six year period. Also, the number
employed by each sector. From the data it is seen that the
mining and ouarrying has the highest output and the lowest
number of Nigerian employees.
The population of paid vrorkers is about 21 million. The
number employed by mining sector is about 50,000, This sector
is under the operation of the Multinational Corporation, The
percentage is about 2io or .02 of the vrorking population. This
figure is vital in analysing the rate of employment from the
Multinational Corporations v;hich is reported to very lov:.
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The oil comp'’nies have caused most of these advantages*
For example, the shell-BP» An analysis of the production
of the production of crude oil, shoirs that for a nine year
period* There has been an Increase In the quantity of crude
oil drilled* There Is also an analysis of the quantity of
Nigerian crude that is sent out as Imports to other countries*
These data show that almost all that is drilled Is sent ax^ay
In crude form form*
Follovrlng are the statistical data that show these results*
The chart Is entitled Production of Crude Oil*
TABLE XVI
PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL
(thousand barrels per day)
I960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976
OECD 7.S 9.0 11.5 11.7 11.6 11.7 11.2 10.7 10.7
U.S. 7.0 7.6 9.6 9.6 9.5 9.2 6.7 6.2 6.1
Algeria l.S 5.4 9.7 .6 1.0 1.0 .9 .9 .9
Iran 1.0 1.6 3.6 4.5 5.0 5.6 6.0 5.3 5.6
Iraq 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.4 2.0 1.9 2.2 2.2
Libya 0 1.2 3.3 2.7 2.2 2.1 1.5 1.4 1.9
Nigeria .7 .2 1.0 1.5 1.6 2.0 2.2 1.7 2.0
Qatan 1.7 .2 .3 .4 .4 .5 .5 .4 .4
Saudi Arabi 1*3 2.2 3.7 4.7 6.0 7.5 6.4 7.0 6.5
USSR 2.9 4.6 6.9 7.4 7.6 6.4 9.0 9.0 10.1
Eastern
Europe .2 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .3
East
Germany N/A N/A 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Poland k 7 6 6 7 6 11 11 9
Source; Central Intelligence Agency
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TABLE XVII
IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL & REFINE PRODUCTS
(thousand barrels per day)
Viest ^
USA Japan Canada Total Germany France UK Italy Nether. Bellux
Algeria 449 2 14 476 213 94 19 70 3 3
Bahrain 3 32 0 15 1 0 6 0 1 0
Egypt 17 1 2 42 1 13 8 0 11 1
Iraq 14 12S 33 1276 35 327 105 318 34 1 ■
Kuwait 10 450 6 626 38 86 229 13 111 8
Libya 534 41 25 948 424 63 57 237 12 0
Qatar 66 6 0 267 24 58 94 22 50 0
Saudi
Arabi 1337 1711 122 3471 379 877 370 516 354 293
Syria 0 0 0 107 23 53 3 0 0 28
UAE 330 530 16 664 138 234 74 20 115 26
OAPSE 2790 2909 21S 7892 1276 1805 965 1196 691 360
Ecuador 64 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sabon 45 0 12 67 11 29 1 0 3 0
Indonesia 564 613 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
Iran 541 974 162 21S7 2$3 291 399 290 327 73
Nigeria 1120 17 36 770 1$1 155 76 16 195 30
Venezuela 902 6 302 22$ 38 36 41 26 11 3
OPEE 6066 4486 730 10983 IS67 2250 1465 1528 1215 437
Canada 571 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mexico 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other 535 716 104 2253 917 282 570 676 208 288
TOTAL 72S2 5235 S36 13400 2S09 2598 2052 2204 1435 754
TABLE XVII -
IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL &
CONTD
REFINE PRODUCTS
























Source; U.S. Central Intelligence Agency
CoTnparing the two data given vrhich show the production
of of crude oil in Nigeria and the quantity of crude oil
that is imported by other countries*
It is indicated that in 1976, Nigeria produced 2,070,000
barrels per day excluding gas vrhich accounts for about
900,000*
In that same year also the quantity of crude oil that
vras imported from Nigeria rose to 2,713»000*
From this it is seen that over 85 per cent of the crude
oil produced in Nigeria is exported* The by-nroducts are
sent to Nig'^'ria as vrell as to other countries as imports to
Nigeria* Nigeria in effect pays for the products vrhich has
its source from Nigeria* This is exploitative of the whole
nation by the Multinational Corporations*
A second evidence of the high rate of exploitation and
a total drain of ravr material is shown in analyzing the
crude oil refining capacities of different countries*
Nigeria from statistical indication has a high refining
capacity* Out of that total strength, not up to *06 per cent
is refined in Nigeria*
Below is the statistical data shovrlng that strength as
com.pared vrith the refining capacity of some parent countries
of the Multinational Corporations, with little or no crude
oil as a national resource*
TABLE XVIII
Crude Oil Refining Capacity-















Source; U*S' Central Intelligence Agency, handbook of Economic
Research Statistics 1977*
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This data also shows the refining capacity in these
countries* Nigeria produces 2,070,000 barrels of crude
oil per day and has only 60,000 refining capacity built
in the country While United Kingdom, a nation that has
its Multinational Corporation drilling the crude oil from
Nigeria has refining capacity of 30.1^3»000 barrels per
day* This indicates that greater quantity of the crude
oil from Nigeria is sent to the parent nation of the Multi¬
national Corporations* The finished products are sent back
to Nigeria as Imports to Nigeria*
On the whole, the operation of these oil companies
affected the entire economic profile of Nigeria* A survey
of the economic profile of some OPEC' countries will prove
this claim* (See Chart on the next page)*
OPEC ECONOMIC SURVEY
TABLE XIX
Algeria Nigeria Gabon- Iran
Population
(raid year)
17*3 64*7 0*5 33-^
G*N*P
(billion dollars)
15*3 30*4 1*8 68*7
Per cent Increase
1975
6*9 6.0 10*0 11*5
Business p/d }90* 2070* 220* 5880 •
Oil Exports 900* 2010* 200* 5200*
Per Canita.
1976
880* 470* •00rm 2060*
Source; U*S‘ Central Intelligence Agency, Handbook Economic
Statistics 1976
This table indicates that of these selected OPEC
countries, Nigeria has a high GNP, but the lowest percentage
increase* The reason is to be attributed to the operations
of the Multinational Corporations which has resulted to a
lot of capital outflow, and outflow of economic profits*
This can be seen by looking at the number of industries
that engage in the crude oil production in Nigeria* There
is also a high quantity of export of crude oil* Nigeria also
has the lowest per- capita income* This Indicates that the
profit from the oil is not distributed to the people, and
this is because the Multinational Corporations send the surplus
value from oil to their parent nations*
Smnmarv of Recommendations Based on Problem
An analysis of the comprehensive role of the capitalistic
system and the Multinational Corporation, in light of the
country’s resources and conditions, suggest that while progress
in economic development is being made some difficulties and
problems are likely to be encountered.
Based of the roles of these two entities and the problems
of the nation, these recommendations are directed to enhancing
the prospect of sound economic development in Nigeria.
Outside Assistance
The most important source of income and foreign exchange
at the present is oil. The prevalent feeling of nationalizing
all industries in the form of a indigenization decree should
be X'Teighed carefully. It should be correct to vrant to cultivat
the spirit of independence or self-reliance, V7hich is essential
to be truthfully freed from colonialism. Hov/ever, if the
technical and organizational competence, complete self-reliance
v;ill generate inefficiency and corruption s.nd produce big
setbacks to development, then such should be fully and care
fTilly handled.
For example, observations have often shown that Nigerians
worked very v/ell mth foreigners as a team, as well as alone
V7ith the techniques applicable, but hovrever, vrtien left alone
do not reach the same level of efficiency, it may be due to a
lack of improper machinery or social system that calls for a
great amount of loyalty and abligations that a Nigerian has
to commit to his relatives and his respective ethnic group.
Therefore, it is most desirable that the transition be gradual.
Only \irhen there are competent local personnel trained and
ready for the jobs can outside technicians be replaced with¬
out diminishing the spirit of independence. The attitudes
should be encouraged that the most important obligation is
to have the job done v/ell instead of merely taking care of
one’s relative or tribe members. For example, v/hen the
machines depreciate, it takes a bit of time to be replaced or
serviced, because the citizens did not have proper instructions
to repair the damaged machine. This is not a fault of theirs,
but the deliberate aim of the Multinational Corporations to
create complexities, so that they can handle all production.
Infrastructural Development
The country obviously lacks adequate infrastructures,
especially in the are3.s of power generation and distribution
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road systems, and communication netv/orks. If foreign capital
and foreign technicians are still required for infrastructure
development, favorable conditions should still be maintained.
Foreign technicians can be allov;ed to send back their savings
but part of surplus value should be re-invested in the business,
so to aid other sectors and aid entire economic development.
The protective policy of infant industries should not be done
to results in high prices and high rates of inflation. This
of course is a major economic problem. The Multinational
Corporations should be allox’/ed quota of production in com¬
parison to their size and the infant industries the same and
the government should subsidize the infant industries. More
effective should be an establishment of production comparative
advantages betvieen the giant foreign corporations and the
infant industries.
Agricultural Practices
For cash crops, such as cocoa beans, the government has
marketing boards mth purchasing agents serving between the
farmers and government. Their capital is abundant and credit
is guaranteed by the governirient marketing board. There are
a few problems in financing and marketing except the need
for more agricultural research in planting the cocoa trees,
thereby preventing plant diseases. Hoxvever, for food crops
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which are essential for a groxving population, the farmers
cannot get loans for financial institutions and still rely
on the traditional \ja.y of farming, because their holdings
are still small and their know^ledge is inadequate. In this
sector, farmers cooperatives, land reform and government
assistance in financial backing, production and marketing
are really in urgent need.
In the farm communities, social or tribal organizations
already exist. The village elders or heads would be natural
leaders to organize farms, cooperatives with joint efforts
and the opportunity to provide joint collateral, they would
be in a much better position to obtain financial and technical
assistance, either from public institutions, such as the
Institute of Tropical Agriculture.
Agricultural programs that have proven to be sucessful
to various degrees in other places may well be applied in
Nigeria.
The farmers sx'^ap land so that each farmer can have an
integrated piece of land that xvould be easier to cultivate
and improve.
The government should buy land from the small un¬
successful farmers and train them for jobs in government
operated enterprises, such as road building, construction of
irrigation projects, postal clerks, et cetera. The govern¬
ment should also take the initiative to open public lands
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and give them to farmers for cultivation. I feel the
government should operate agricultural extension service
stations and provide farming machinery and insecticides
to encourage small farms to form collectives or unions,
so that they can utilize the machinery and government
services more efficiently. Finally, the government should
guarantee short-term and long terra loans from commercial
or development banks to farmers collectives or unions to
finance seeding, fertilizing and improvements of the land.
Rural Develonment
In the current situation in Nigeria, there is reason
to question the hypothesis that there is a labor surplus
in the agricultural sector and that by transferring the
surplus to the industrial sector the total output of the
agricultural sector will not decrease and that the in
the industrial sector will be a net economic gain. First
of all, those who leave the farm and migrate to the city
are mostly the young and enterprising ones. After their
departure, the farm output is likely to decrease, because
they will not return during and seeding and harvest seasons,
and if there is surplus labor on the farm, it is only
seasonal. Those who go to the cities may not find jobs,
partly because they do not have a proper skill and partly
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because they do not know the right people.
The establishment of small-size industries in non¬
metropolitan areas can help with this problem. Since
rural industries would be close to the farms, the workers
would still be available during weekends and other times
to help out on the farms. In addition, small industries
can play the important role of training skilled laborers,
raising the income level of the rural population, and
easing the -nigration to larger cities. At the same time,
rural industries may supply large industries with parts,
tools, and accessories. Rural development not only will
help to integrate the rural and urban economy, it slao
may decrease the coiintrys imports need on parts and ac¬
cessories. Hox'rever, the success of developing small size
industries depends on adequate facilities, such as water,
electricity, roads, et cetera, to be extended to non¬
metropolitan areas. The government of Nigeria needs to
invest large amounts of money and attention in rural
electrification, road construction and maintenance, and
irrigation as well as purification all over the country.
Technical Education & Training
The coordination of the educational system v^ith
development needs should be checked continously. The
plan for technical education and training looks very
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good on paper; however, in practice dislocation are often
discovered. For example, the plan calls for three levels
of technical education: at the top, the engineering depart¬
ments in universities; on the second level, the poly
technical schools; on the bottom level, the training centers
(or trade centers). The craftsman, such as construction
workers, auto-mechanics, electricians et cetera that come
out of the training centers are in great demand. On the
other hand, supervisors ^^rho come out of the polytechnical
schools have difficulty in finding jobs. Apparently many
industries xfould rather have their foreman promoted from
the ranks, since they feel that the polytech graduate are
not skillful in \TOrk and not kno\fledgeable in designing
tools or machines.
It is likely that curriculums in some of the engineering
departments are too theoretical and mathematical. They are
good for students who intend to pursue graduate research
in the United Kingdom or the United States, but they are
not appropriate for those who intend to stay in Nigeria to
work for local industries.
The universities in Nigeria should assimie some leader-
Research Unit of Ife University, Investment Oppor¬
tunities in Rig:eria (Nigeria: University Press, I976), p. 55.
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Develo-ptnent Competition
The emphasis on an even distritution of development
in different localities in Nigeria often becomes a
hinderance to the implementation of an overall economj.c
advantage of the Multinational Corporation. Several
years ago (in the sixties) the Federal Government planned
to establish a steal plant in Nigeria.
The government contracted vvith a foreign firm to make
a feasibility study. The study recommended that the plant
be located in the east. However, there was an accusation
that the foreign firm v;as unduly influenced by the Nigerian
officer in charge of the project. Therefore, another foreign
firm v;as engaged to make a feasibility study. This time the
recommendation favored the location of the plant in the north.
The final decision (referred to as Solomon’s Decision) \Ja.s
that there should be a stell plant in the north and another
in the east and if the west should find any iron and coal
ore, there should be one in the west. To date, no steel
plants have been built, because of cost of establishing more
then one steel industry.
Competition is good if it follows the direction of
organization, sharpening up control and efficiency, reducing
cost, and increasing output. However, if misapplied, it can
easily turn out conflicts and hinderances. Economic policies
should be on national need and not only on one regions need.
Population Policy
According to the 1975 census, Nigeria had a population
of 55*7 million, of vrhich A3 per cent \'ms under 15 years of
age and 2 per cent over 65 years of age. The country had an
area of 356,669 square miles v/ith an annual growth rate
exchange exceeding 2.5 per cent. Nigeria is easily the most
populous country in Africa. This creates a heavy burden on
the working population and on the available farm land.
Therefore, it seems that a national population policy is very
much needed, and V7ider implementation of family planning
programs is essential, especially in rural areas a.nd the
northern savannas. This of course, adds emphasis to the
importance of popular education, mass communication media
and medical facilities.
CONCLUSION
This thesis has critically and methodically analyzed the
activities of the Multinational Corporations in Nigeria. It
has also systematically shown the link between the system
capitalism and the operations of the Multinational Corporations,
as to determine their objectives, and their struggle for
global expansion.
It has also vdthout bias envimerated the merits and
demerits of the Multinational Corporations basing on the analysis
of existing facts. It has closely shovffi that hidden link between
the Multinational Corporation and the system capitalism, A
great usage has been made of Marx's exposition on surplus value
and the source of investors profits. The usage is particularly'-
with the working day system, vjhich subjectively explains that
vrarkers produce double vrhat they are paid per day; and can
not control such occurances,
VJith existing facts and figures this thesis also shows
that the Multinational Corporations, to all intents and pur¬
poses operate v/ith an ultimate aim of maximizing their profits,
dominating the source of ravr materials and making the less
developed countries more dependent on them. This thesis, there-
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fore, has disproved the contention that the Multinational
Corporation operate in Nigeria to the best advantage of the
economic development of Nigeria. Nigeria is, therefore,
alerted to check the spread of the tentacles of the Multi¬
national Corporations, which mil only result in an economic
depreciation.
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APPENDIX I
A report of the Interview conducted with one of the
Directors of Shell-BB on the basis of their operation in
Nigeria*
The name of this executive officer remains anonymous
for reasons beyond economic comprehension*
This Interview was conducted on the 2? th of December
1976* The essence is to establish the Impact that the
operation of this multinational corporation on the develop¬
ment of Nigeria*
The impact is considered on the following basis:
1* The extent to which this Multi-
na.tional Corporation influences
employment levels*
2* The capital Invested and the
rate of re-investment*
3* The amount realized from their
operation on a yearly basis
4* The rate of profit that the Corpo¬
ration receives and the rate of
profit that goes to the govern¬
ment of the Federal Republic of
Nigeria*
In response to the questions, the executive Director
specified that this corporation came into Nigeria to operate
on the mandate of the home government-Great Britain* The
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basis of the contract is political and can best be answered
by the British government and the Nigerian government.
Further, he stressed that there is no regulations as to
the number of Nigerians they are suppose to employ. According
to their need or demand, irrespective of color, or nationality.
He said that they also have figures or accurate data indicating
the number of Nigerian citizens under their employment.
In response to the second question, he said that the amount
realized by the corporation depends on the quantity drilled per
day and the price of oil in world market. He made reference to
the drilling summary v;hich indicated the quantity drilled and
also the world price. This he stressed as being very unstable.
In response to the third question, which is the second in
this list, he cited that 5 billion is invested by the corpo¬
ration and that other oil companies have come in to operate
under Shell-BP on a commission basis. Such companies as Gulf
ivith 2 billion investment.
This is an indication that there is capital inflow into
the oil industries. The cause is because of the high rate of
profit. NNOG (Ashland) also has an investment of 1.5 billion.
He said that these companies have been operating with the
capital quoted since 1974»
He said that the Multinational Corporation operates on the
basis of getting 60 per cent of what is realized and the nation
gets 40 per cent. He did not respond to the question as to v;hat
the methodology of computation of the rate of profit is.
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APPENDIX II
Interviews with a permanent Secretary of liLnistry of Trades
and Industries.
This interviev; was conducted a day after the interview
V7ith the official of the Multinational Corporation. In this
interview the same question concerning the operations of the
Shell~BP v;ere put forward.
The response as to the employment situation, the quantity
drilled was the same, there was a different answer in the question
concerning the methodology of the computation of the rate of
profit. He said that the Multinational Corporations in their
methodology of computation, failed to differentiate between
rate of surplus value from the rate of profit.
The two interviews aimed at supplying guidelines and also
an exposure of what the rate of profit is in the corporation.
The stress of the permanent secretary was that the Multi¬
national Corporations have no guidelines on hov: they will employ
or the number of Nigerians that should be under their employ¬
ment. But not only the Shell-BP, other giant foreign corpo¬
rations operate on the basis of getting 60 per cent of the
total realizations. The accounting systems as to what these
realization are very complex and unclear.
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